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Duration of x-ray Raman scattering

Faris Gel’mukhanov,* Paweł Sałek, Timofei Privalov,* and Hans Ågren
Institute of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, S-581 83 Linko¨ping, Sweden

~Received 18 May 1998!

There has recently been much interest in using the notion of a duration time to analyze resonant x-ray
Raman scattering~RXS! of atoms, molecules, and solids. This notion implies a selection of processes with
different time scales responsible for the formation x-ray Raman spectra, and has been useful for actual pre-
dictions of various phenomena associated with RXS and that subsequently have been experimentally verified.
However, the notion of a duration time for the x-ray scattering event can also have some paradoxical conse-
quences, as when comparing the RXS duration with the relaxation time of the wave packet evolution in the
case when the inverse detuning of the excitation energy is shorter than the time of flight or the lifetime of the
core excited state. We present here a solution of this contradiction and give a detailed analysis of the notion of
the duration time for RXS. It is shown that this time is complex and consists of two qualitatively different
contributions. The first originates in the irreversible decay of the core excited state, while the imaginary part is
caused by a reversible dephasing in the time domain. We investigate also the evolution of the wave packets of
bound and dissociative states to stationary distributions. The theoretical analysis is accompanied by numerical
examples of the time evolution of the wave packet in bound and dissociative core excited states of the N2 and
HCl molecules.@S1050-2947~99!06101-6#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.2t, 32.30.Rj, 32.50.1d
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous development of resonant x-ray Ram
scattering~RXS! spectroscopy has led to a revelation
many new phenomena@1–9#. Despite the fact that the studie
of RXS at the present time have involved only stationa
experiments, time-dependent treatments have gained a
creased popularity on the theoretical side owing to their
herent interpretability and our inclination to relate spect
features to processes rather than to states. One of the im
tant characteristics of the dynamics of a resonant x-ray
man scattering process is the ‘‘duration time’’@10–14#. It
presents a pure quantum notion based on the interferenc
dephasing, suppression of large time contributions to a s
tering amplitude.

The concept of the RXS duration time has provid
deeper insight into the formation of the RXS spectral pro
@11,4,13–15#. With the variation of the duration time throug
detuning the energy, one can control—or manipulate
different microscopic dynamical processes responsible
the spectral shape of RXS. The notion has lead to the
diction of several new—and experimentally verified
features, such as ‘‘symmetry restoration’’@11#, ‘‘vibrational
collapse’’ @13#, and ‘‘control of dissociation’’@14#. A prin-
cipal aspect of this notion, yet to be understood, is the c
tradiction between the time of the evolution of the wa
packet at the core excited state and the duration timeT of the
RXS process. Contrary to the relaxation time of the wa
packet, the effective duration of RXS strongly depends
the detuningV of the frequency of incident radiation from
the photoabsorption band. Moreover,T tends to zero for

*Permanent address: Institute of Automation and Electrome
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
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largeuVu. The relaxation of the wave packet is characteriz
by the time of flight and the lifetime of the core excited sta
G21, both of which can considerably exceed the RXS du
tion. This leads to the following paradox: To reach the fa
limit for the RXS amplitude~short duration of RXS!, the
time of the wave-packet evolution must exceed the lifeti
G21 by several times.

A goal of this paper is to find an explanation for th
contradiction formulated above and to make a detailed an
sis of the notion of RXS duration together with the chara
teristic times of the wave-packet evolution on the core
cited state. After a short theoretical introduction~Sec. II! we
introduce the ordinary time-dependent representation for
RXS amplitude and three definitions of the RXS durati
time ~Sec. III!. We show that the real and imaginary parts
the complex duration time are responsible for the irrevers
decay and reversible dephasing processes, respectively
conceptually new time-dependent representation for the s
tering amplitude presented in Sec. III C allows us to mak
direct connection between the RXS amplitude~or the wave
packet! and the RXS duration. In Sec. IV we apply the ge
eral theory to RXS of molecules with nuclear degrees
freedom, and present an explanation of the above-formula
paradox. A detailed analysis of the relaxation times ver
core excitation below or above dissociation threshold
given in Sec. IV. RXS and wave-packet evolution for co
excitation below the dissociation threshold are investiga
in Sec. IV A, while the qualitatively different picture for th
evolution of the wave packet and the RXS profile taki
place when the molecule is core excited above the disso
tion threshold is explained in Sec. IV B. An important poi
here is the time evolution of the space distribution of t
wave packet of the core excited state. The final section, S
V, summarizes our findings. Atomic units are used throu
out the paper.
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PRA 59 381DURATION OF X-RAY RAMAN SCATTERING
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The spectral properties of RXS are guided by the dou
differential cross section

s~E,v!5E dv1so~E,v1!F~v12v,g! ~1!

which is the convolution of the spectral distributionF(v1
2v,g) of the incident radiation with the RXS cross secti
so(E,v1) for a monochromatic incident light beam. To b
specific, let us assume that the spectral functionF(v1
2v,g) with width g is centered at frequencyv. According
to the Fermi golden rule, the cross sectionso(E,v) reads

so~E,v!}(
f

uFu2D~v2E2v f o ,G f !, ~2!

where D(v,G)5G/p(v21G2). We will consider the fol-
lowing process: By absorbing an incoming x-ray photon w
the frequencyv, the molecule in the ground stateuo& is core
excited to the stateuc&. Due to the Coulomb interaction an
vacuum fluctuations this intermediate core excited state
cays to the final stateu f & by emitting an x-ray photon or an
Auger electron with the energyE.

Close to the resonant region the radiative and nonradia
RXS amplitudes have the same structures@1#. Physically, it
is convenient to consider the Kramers-Heisenberg scatte
amplitude as a projection of the stationary wave pac
CT(`) on the final state:

F52ı^ f uCT~`!&, CT~`!5ı(
c

Quc&^cuDuo&
v2vco1ıG

. ~3!

Herevc f5Ec2Ef , Ec is the energy of thecth state, andG
andG f are the lifetime broadenings of the core excited a
final states, respectively. In order to make the formal m
nipulations more transparent, we drop the indexf for the
scattering amplitude:F f→F. The operatorD describes the
interaction of the target with the incident x-ray photon. In t
case of nonradiative RXS,Q is the Coulomb operator an
Q5D 8* when the emitted particle is the final x-ray photo
@1#. The wave packetCT(`) reflects one of the importan
peculiarities of RXS, namely that the incident photon crea
a coherent superposition of the core excited states.

We would like to note that the Kramers-Heisenberg a
plitude ~3! is based on an isolated-pole approximation. T
single-pole approximation leads to an exponential law for
decay of the core excited state~5!. As is well known@16#, the
scattering amplitude can in the general case have double
multiple-pole contributions. These contributions change
law for the decay of the excited state. However, the anal
shows that these multiple-pole contributions are very ex
@16,17#, and we have therefore restricted our analysis to
traditional single-pole expression~3! for the scattering am-
plitude.

III. COMPLEX DURATION TIME

The half-Fourier transform of the denominator at t
right-hand side of Eq.~3! yields the time-dependent repre
sentation for the scattering amplitude
le
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F5F~`!, F~t!52ı^ f uCT~t!&. ~4!

Here

CT~t!5E
0

t

dt e2t/TQc~ t !, c~ t !5e2ıHtDuo&,

H5H2Ē, ~5!

H is the molecular Hamiltonian, andĒ is the average energ
of a core excited state~see below!.

A. Decay and dephasing times

One can directly see from Eq.~5! that the complex time

T5TG1ıTV5
1

G2ıV
5

eıw

AV21G2
, tanw5

V

G
~6!

characterizes the time scale of the RXS process. Follow
@11–14# we refer to this time as the duration of RXS.V

5v2v̄ is defined here as the detuning ofv relative to the
characteristic frequencyv̄5Ē2Eo of the x-ray-absorption
band. A more precise definition of this characteristic fr
quency depends on the problem of interest;v̄ can be the
position of the strongest peak or edge in the x-ray-absorp
spectrum. When the electron-vibrational band is analyzed
is convenient to choosev̄ as the position of the center o
gravity of the electronic peak~see below!.

Wave packetsc(t) and CT(t) ~5! have the following
physical meaning. At timet50 a molecule is core excited
and arrives there as the wave packetc(0)5Duo&. This ini-
tial wave packet propagates on the core excited state sur
At some timet the wave packet exp(2t/T)c(t) decays with
decay amplitudeQ to any of the final states; exp(2ıEf t)uf&.
Since the time of the decay transition is not known, we ne
to integrate over the time domain beginning from the m
ment of the photoabsorption,t50. The integration results in
a coherent sumCT(t) ~5! of all photoabsorption-decay path
up to the timet. The amplitudeF(t) of all decay events up
to this time is the projection ofCT(t) on the particular final
state~5!. Clearly, the RXS cross section collects all the dec
up to t5`.

It is worth mentioning thatc(t), CT(t), andF(t) can-
not be measured in current stationary RXS experiments
to the small intensity of the x-ray beam and the insufficie
time resolution. Here we clarify the meaning of the intr
duced time-dependent wave packets appealing also
gedanken experiment. We consider the core excitation b
short x-ray pulse with duration time (}1/g) shorter thanG21

or by a long x-ray pulse with a fast swith-off. The fast me
surements at momentst allow us in principle to find the
squared wave packetuc(t)u2. One can measure this square
wave packetuCT(t)u2 @anduF(t)u2] if the signals in the time
domain 0<t<t are collected. The wave packetCT(`) and
stationary RXS amplitudeF5F(`) correspond to measure
ments for a long duration time (t@G21) or to the ordinary
stationary RXS experiments.
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382 PRA 59GEL’MUKHANOV, SAŁEK, PRIVALOV, AND ÅGREN
Going back to the main subject of our interest, we co
sider the fact that the duration time~6! is complex and that it
consists of two qualitatively different contributions,

TG5
G

V21G2
, TV5

V

V21G2
. ~7!

The real partTG of T coincides with the lifetime of the core
excited stateG21 if V50. It is interesting to note thatTG is
equal to the delay time@16,20# Td5dd/dv for scattering in
the vicinity of a Breit-Wigner resonance:F}1/(V1ıG).
Here d52arctan(G/V) is the phase shift under scatterin
The imaginary contributionTV vanishes whenV50 and
TV51/V if the lifetime broadening is small. ThusTV origi-
nates mainly from detuning. This time can be called
‘‘dephasing time’’ for to the following reason. The contribu
tions toF ~4! from different timest1 andt2 interfere destruc-
tively owing to the phase differenceV(t22t1). This destruc-
tive interference suppresses the long-time contribution to
scattering amplitudeF if uVu is large and if a dampingG
~even infinitesimal! exists. We shall see below that only d
cay transitions in the time domain 0,t,uTu contribute sig-
nificantly to F. Real,TG , and imaginary,TV , parts of the
RXS duration time depend differently on the detuning a
the lifetime broadening, see Fig. 1.

One important feature ofT deserves a comment, name
that the duration time~6! is complex. This is not ‘‘acciden-
tal’’ but has a deeper physical reason. We can refer to
real (TG) and imaginary (TV) parts ofT as the irreversible
and reversible contributions, respectively. Indeed,
dephasing is a reversible process contrary to the decay w
is irreversible.

B. RXS duration as a mean time of scattering

The duration of RXS can be introduced also as the m
time T̄ over all RXS events with decay of the core excit
state at momentt:

FIG. 1. The dependence of the real and imaginary parts of
duration time~6! and ~7! on the detuning and lifetime broadening
-

e
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T̄5
1

FE0

`

dt tF~ t !, F~ t !5^ f uF~ t,R!&

uF~ t,R!&52ıQuc~ t !&e2t/T. ~8!

HereF(t) is the amplitude of x-ray scattering with decay
time t, andF5*0

`dtF(t). The use ofF(t) in the averaging
procedure~8! instead of as the real distributionuF(t)u2 can
be motivated by the fact that in the latter case the cohe
properties of the RXS amplitude—which play a crucial ro
in the notion of the RXS duration—are lost.

Making use of the resolution of the identity
5(cuc&^cu, one receives the stationary representation forT̄,

T̄52ı
]

]v
ln F5

ı

F (
c

^ f uQuc&^cuDuo&

~v2vco1ıG!2
. ~9!

This representation shows immediately thatT̄ coincides with
the duration timeT ~6! for large detuning or lifetime broad
ening (T̄→T). The absolute valueuT̄u and phasew

5arcsin(ImT̄/uT̄u) of this complex duration time are de
picted in Fig. 2 assuming the harmonic approximation for
nuclear degrees of freedom~see Sec. IV A!. The duration of
RXS increases up to the lifetime of the core excited state
an exact photoabsorption resonance. One notes a non
notonous behavior of the duration time in the region of t
strong photoabsorption, see Fig. 2.

One can also use an alternative definition of the R
duration based on the averaging procedure

T̃5^t~R!ut~R!&1/2, ut~R!&5E
0

`

dt t
uF~ t,R!&

^F~R!uF~R!&1/2
,

~10!

whereuF(R)&5*0
`dtuF(t,R)&. Contrary to Eqs.~6! and ~8!,

the mean duration time~10! is real and gives a correct as

e

FIG. 2. The dependence of the absolute valueuT̄u and phasew

5arcsin(ImT̄/uT̄u) of the mean duration time~9! on the detuning.
The RXS duration decreases when the excitation energy is tune
from the photoabsorption band.vo50.3 eV, G50.1 eV, b
51.5.
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PRA 59 383DURATION OF X-RAY RAMAN SCATTERING
ymptoteT̃.(V21G2)21/2 for largeV or G. Such a defini-
tion for the RXS duration is convenient for the analysis
the decay transitions to the continuum final states~Fig. 3!
due to the independence ofT̃ on the final state.

Figures 2 and 3 show a strong asymmetry ofT̄ andT̃ as a
function of the detuning. One can see that the RXS dura
decreases faster for core excitation below the frequenc
the vertical transitionUc(Ro)2Uo(Ro)2vo/2 than above
this crossing point.

C. RXS amplitude and wave packet versus
the RXS duration time

1. Dynamical representation

We now consider an entirely different time-depende
representation for the RXS amplitude, one which is based
the time-dependent representation~4! and an integration of
the right-hand side of Eq.~5!,

F~t!5 K fUQ 1

V1ıG2H ~12eı~V1ıG2H!t!DUoL . ~11!

A comparison of this equation with Eq.~4! and the identity

1

V1ıG2H52ıT lim
t→0

S 12T
]

]t D
21

e2ıHt ~12!

yields the following general dynamical representation
CT(t), which is valid for all values of the complex timeT:

CT~t!5 lim
t→0

QTS 12T
]

]t D
21

@c~ t !2e2t/Tc~t1t !#,

CT~t!5QT@c~0!1Tc8~0!1•••2e2t/T

3$c~t!1Tc8~t!1•••%#. ~13!

Such a time-dependent representation differs conceptu
from the representation~5! and allows us to predict directly

FIG. 3. The dependence of the mean durationT̃ ~10! on the
detuning. The resonant scattering through the ClL(2p21s* ) dis-
sociative core excited state in the HCl molecule@21#. G
50.065 eV. The resonant frequency of the vertical transiti
vver5Uc(Ro)2Uo(Ro)2vo/2, is equal to 202.5 eV. The mean du

ration timeT̃ depends asymmetrically on the detuningv2vver .
f

n
of

t
n

r
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which time domain gives the main contribution to the s
tionary RXS amplitudeF5F(`) ~4! with the stationary
wave packet

CT~`!5 lim
t→0

QTS 12T
]

]t D
21

c~ t !. ~14!

This is most easily understood by considering the import
special case of short RXS duration, see Sec. III C 3. It sho
be pointed out that the expression~14! is equivalent to the
following differential equation:

]

]t
f~ t !5

1

T
f~ t !2Qc~ t !, CT~`!5f~0! ~15!

with the solution~5!. The right-hand side of this equatio
consists of a decay-dephasing part, (G2ıV)f(t), and a
source,2Qc(t).

2. The exact dependence of the scattering amplitude
on the RXS duration

An exact formula for the scattering amplitude versus
RXS duration follows directly from Eq.~3!,

F52ıT(
c

^ f uQuc&^cuDuo&
11ıTDEc

5Fo(
n50

`

~2ıT!nDE~n!,

DEc5Ec2Ē. ~16!

This dependence is depicted in Fig. 4 for electrovibro

,

FIG. 4. The dependence of the relative RXS amplitudeF/Fo

~16! on the complex duration timeT5TG1ıTV ~6! and~7! for the
bound core excited state~see Sec. IV A!. Fo52ıT ~27!. The po-
tentials of the ground and final states have the same shape.
RXS scattering from the lowest ground-state vibrational level to
lowest final-state vibrational level~0-0 scattering!. b51.5. ~a!
G/vo50.3. ~b! V50. The curves~A! show the limit of the fast
RXS ~21! with the strict^ouc(T)& ~25!.
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384 PRA 59GEL’MUKHANOV, SAŁEK, PRIVALOV, AND ÅGREN
transitions~see Sec. IV A!. We introduced here the scatterin
amplitude

Fo52ıT^ f uQc~0!&52ıT^ f uQDuo& ~17!

corresponding to the sudden RXS@10#. The coefficients in
the expansion~16! are the moments of the RXS amplitude

DE~n!5

(
c

^ f uQuc&^cuDuo&~DEc!
n

^ f uQDuo&
. ~18!

The expansion~16! shows that the dependence of the statio
ary scattering amplitude and the wave pack
CT(`)5(cQuc&^cuDuo&T/(11ıTDEc), on the RXS dura-
tion T is defined by the momentsDE(n). One can see imme
diately that this expansion overT is valid if the RXS duration
is shorter than the inverse widthDv of the photoabsorption
band close tov̄,

to5
1

Dv
. ~19!

This time scale characterizes the quantum beats of the w
packetsc(t) and CT(t) and is the main time scale in th
problem concerning the RXS duration. As is well know
Dv&1 eV in problems connected with the nuclear dyna
ics. This spectral width has an order of magnitude 1–10
or more for the dynamics of the relaxation of the electro
shells due to creation of the core hole.

To conclude this section, let us note that the observa
quantity in the RXS experiment is the real squared scatte
amplitudeuFu2 which depends on the real timesTG andTV

@see Eq.~6!# but not on the complex timeT ~6!. This means
that the RXS experiment is characterized by real irrevers
(TG) and reversible (TV) times. A similar problem with
complex time appears in the discussion of traversal time
quantum tunneling@18,19#.

3. Fast RXS

If the excitation energy is tuned to the wing of the pho
absorption band, the duration of the scattering~6! can be
shorter thanto ~19!,

uTu!to . ~20!

Let us keep the first two terms in the expansion overT in Eq.
~13!. This yields immediately the following remarkable r
sult:

F.2ıT^ f uQc~T!&, CT~`!.QT c~T!, uTu!to .
~21!

We see that the spectral shape of fast RXS is given b
simple projection of the wave packetQc(T) at the complex
time T ~6! onto the final stateu f &. Equations~21! generalize
the corresponding results from Ref.@10#. Figure 4 shows tha
the exact RXS amplitude~16! coincides with the fast limit
~21! only for small uTu.

It is worthwhile to compareCT(`) ~21! andCT(t) ~13!,

CT~t!.QT@c~T!2e2t/Tc~t1T!#, uTu!to . ~22!
-
t,

ve

,
-
V
c

le
g

le

in

-

a

One sees, contrary to intuition, that the wave packetsCT(`)
@~14! and ~21!# and CT(t) @~13! and ~22!# do not coincide
even whent essentially exceeds the RXS duration timeuTu.
A coincidence takes place only if the time of the wav
packet evolutiont is larger than the lifetimeG21. One can
say that the fast limit~21! for the RXS amplitude is obtained
only when the wave packet~21! must go through the long
time evolution ~longer than the lifetime,t@G21). This
somewhat paradoxical statement shows the qualitative
tinction between the RXS duration timeT and the character
istic time G21 of the wave-packet evolution.

It should be pointed out that the interference of the int
mediate core excited states serves as the key point in
representation~13! and for the formulated contradiction
This, together with the results of Sec. III concerning the d
structive interference in the time domain, stresses the qu
tum nature of the notion of the RXS duration.

IV. CHARACTERISTIC TIMES OF THE WAVE-PACKET
EVOLUTION AND THE DURATION OF RXS

The finite time representation~4! for the RXS amplitude
deserves further comments due to the contradiction betw
the RXS duration and the characteristic time of the wa
packet evolution. Let us select fromF(t) ~4! the stationary
RXS amplitudeF5F(`) and the time-dependent extra ter

F~t!5F1DF~t!,
~23!

DF~t!52e2Gt(
c

^ f uQuc&^cuDuo&
v2vco1ıG

e2ı~v2vco!t.

This time-dependent termDF(t) accounts for the evolution
in the regiont,t,`. As one can see directly from Eq.~4!
or Eq. ~23!, this term does not contribute to the stationa
RXS amplitudeF5F(`) ~4! since

DF~t!→0, if t@
1

G
. ~24!

According to Eqs.~23! and~24! @compare also Eqs.~21! and
~22!#, all times from t50 up to G21 are important for the
scattering amplitudeF(t). So it is apparent that the RXS
duration time and the relaxation time of the wave packet
not coincide, and one can ask what times characterizes
relaxation of the wave packet to the stationary value?

A. Bound core excited state

We consider first a bound core excited state and a sim
model based on the harmonic approximation of the pot
tials. For more transparency we select only one final s
with the lowest vibrational level,f 5o, and assume identica
vibrational frequenciesvo for the ground, core excited, an
final states, and identical potentials for the ground and fi
states, Q→1, D→1. Ē5Uc(Ro

(c))1vo/2 and V5v
2@Uc(Ro

(c))2Uo(Ro)#. HereUc(Ro
c) andUo(Ro) are inter-

nuclear potentials for the equilibrium distances for the c
excited and ground states, respectively. The RXS spec
profile is defined by the Franck-Condon~FC! factor ^cuo&
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PRA 59 385DURATION OF X-RAY RAMAN SCATTERING
5bcexp(2b2/2)/Ac! with b5(Ro2Ro
(c))/(aoA2), ao

51/Amvo, c50,1,2, . . . , andm is the reduced mass of th
molecule.

1. Time of relaxation

Insertion of the resolution of the indentity 15(cuc&^cu
and the FC factorŝcuo& into Eq. ~5! yields

^ouc~ t !&5e2b2
exp~b2e2 ivot!. ~25!

We emphasize the periodicity of this function. The origin
this is the well-known Schro¨dinger result for the wave packe
of the harmonic oscillator,

c~ t !5S 1

pao
2D 1/4

expS 2
x2~ t !

2ao
2 D eıh, ~26!

where c(0)5uo&, x(t)5x2xocosvot, x5R2Ro
(c) , xo5Ro

2Ro
(c) , and the phase h52(xo /ao

2)sin(vot)$x
2(xo/2)cosvot%. This periodic wave packet does not spre
during the motion since it is confined by the potential wa
The center of gravity,xocosvot, performs a harmonic oscil
lation, following the same path as a classical particle. Ob
ously, the back and forth periodic motion is present only
a bound potential.

One can see clearly that the amplitude~4! and~16! of the
bound-bound-bound RXS

F~t!.Fo$12e2t/Texp@b2~e2ıtvo21!#%,

Fo52ıT, uTuvo!1 ~27!

does not coincide with the stationary valueF.Fo even for
very larget if the lifetime broadeningG is negligibly small.
Both F(t) andCT(t) ~22! perform nondamped oscillation
and never reachF and CT(`) if G50, see Figs. 5 and 6
Apparently,F(t)→F only whent@G21.

So one can conclude that the time of relaxationt r of F(t)
andCT(t) to the asymptotsF(`) andCT(`) is equal to the
lifetime

t r5G21 ~28!

when the wave packet propagates the bound potential o
core excited state~more precisely, for core excitation belo
the dissociation threshold of a bound potential!. This behav-
ior stands in contrast to the qualitatively different pictu
obtained in the case of core excitation above the dissocia
threshold.

2. Revival time

Simulations ~Fig. 5! for bound core excited and fina
states show that the scattering amplitudeF(t) nearly recov-
ers its fastV oscillations with the periodT(V)52p/V.
Such a ‘‘revival’’ occurs because of the discreteness of
spectrum and the constant value of the excitation freque
v. The revival time depends on the bothV and vo and
is—according to our simulations—equal to

n max$T~V!,T~vo!%, ~29!
f
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where the integern also depends onV andvo . In the special
case of Fig. 5, the revival time is equal to the vibration
periodT(vo)52p/vo . Due to the finite lifetime of the core
excited state these ‘‘revival’’ oscillations become damp
@}exp(2Gt)# and are totally suppressed whent@G21. It is
relevant here also to look at the time dependence of the s
distribution ofCT(t) neglecting lifetime broadening,G50.
Figure 6 shows nondamping oscillations with the reviv
time 29T(vo) for N2 . As we see, the character of the
oscillations depends strongly on the internuclear distanceR.

Equation ~23! and Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate that t
quenching ofF(t) has nothing to do with the RXS duratio
T ~6!. One can see thatF(t) tends to the fast limit~17! and
~21! only if t@G21 ~24! ~but notG21.t@uTu). It is inter-
esting to note that the RXS durationT can be estimated
approximately as the smallest complex roott of the equation
F(t)5F(`) (t'0 according to Fig. 5, where the case
largeV is presented!.

Since the termDF(t) is absent~24! in the strict stationary
RXS amplitudeF, we cannot use time scales ofDF(t) in the
time analysis ofF. On can then ask which time domain give
a main contribution toF5F(`)? According to Eqs.~13!
and ~21!, it is the region restricted by the RXS duratio
0<t&uTu ~but not G21). The contribution toF from the
long time region (uTu,t,`) is strongly suppressed due t
the destructive interference or the dephasing in the time
main@see the discussion following Eq.~7!#. This interference
leads also to the suppression of the large distance contr
tion to CT(`) if the RXS duration is short~large detuning!,
see Fig. 7. The wave packetCT(`) copies the space distri
bution of the ground-state wave functionuo& in the limit of
the fast RXS~20!, Fig. 7~c!.

At this point it should be noted that the role of this d

FIG. 5. The dependence of the RXS amplitudeF(t) ~3! and~23!
on the real timet for the bound core excited state shows damp
revival oscillations. The potentials of the ground and final sta
have the same shape. The RXS scattering from the lowest gro
state vibrational level to the lowest final-state vibrational level~0-0
scattering!. vo50.3 eV, G50.03 eV, V53 eV, b51.5. T
.ı0.2 fs.
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structive interference inF(t) for t,1/G is strongly reduced
due to the extra termDF(t) ~23!. The interference quenche
the contribution toF(t) of the long time evolution (uTu,t
,t) only if t.G21, see Figs. 5 and 6~the physical picture
for a dissociative core excited state is more complex,
Sec. IV B!. Indeed, one can see thatF(t) tends toF(0) of
the fast RXS (V53 eV) only for large times,t@G21.

Figures 5 and 6 show also the crucial role played by
dampingG in the destructive interference or dephasing. O
can see thatF(t) ~4!, as well as the space distribution o
CT(t) ~Fig. 6!, oscillates in time due toDF(t) ~23! during
the infinite time ifG50. The dephasing and the destructi
interference are again strong only whent@G21. One can
conclude that the idea to connect the RXS durationT ~6!
with the characteristic evolution time ofF(t) fails.

We can now select one of the main results of the d
cussed problem: The time-dependent amplitudeF(t) ~4!
consists of two terms. The first oneF5F(`) is character-
ized by the frequency depending duration timeT ~6!. How-
ever, the deviationDF(t) of the time-dependent RXS am
plitude F(t) has a different time scale;F(t) tends to the
stationary valueF exponentially with a characteristic tim
equal to the lifetimeG21.

One can say that to receive the sudden limit, the time
the ‘‘measurement’’ must be equal to infinity,t→`, when
G is small. Only in this case does the destructive interfere
suppress the contribution toF(`) for times larger than the
RXS duration,uTu. Such an experiment witht5` corre-
sponds to the ordinary stationary RXS measurements~4!.

Another property ofF(t) should be emphasized~Fig. 5!:

FIG. 6. The nondamping time oscillations of the space distri
tion of ReCT(`) for the bound core excited state1Pu of N2 (G
50). ~a! R2Ro50.32 a.u.,~b! R2Ro520.18 a.u. The param
eters forN2 are taken from@22#. The details of the correspondin
time-dependent calculations are described in Ref.@21#. vo

50.29 eV, Ro
(c)2Ro50.12 a.u. The resonant energy of the ph

toabsorption transition,Uc(Ro)2Uo(Ro)2vo/2, is equal to 400.95
eV. v5402.5 eV. T(vo)52p/vo.14.3 fs, T(V)52p/V
.2.7 fs. Here and in Figs. 7, 9, 10, and 11, a different definition
the detuning is used:V5v2@Uc(Ro)2Uo(Ro)2vo/2#.
e

e
e

-

f

e

Our simulations show that the maximum value ofF(t) can
exceed several times the stationary RXS amplitudeF
5F(`). This leads to the important conclusion that in tim
resolved measurements one can obtain signalsuF(t)u2 that
are stronger in comparison with the stationary va
uF(`)u2. The destructive interference in the entire time d
main is the reason behind this.

B. Space distribution of wave packets in the dissociative core
excited state versus RXS duration and time evolution

To emphasize the principal distinction between wav
packet evolution for core excitation below and above
dissociation threshold, we consider a core excited state w
a repulsive potential. To be specific, let us consider RXS
the HCl molecule close to the ClL edge. The excitation
energy is tuned in the vicinity of the 2p21s* dissociative
core excited state~details of the time-dependent calculatio
for this example can be found in Ref.@21#!. The repulsive
force F(R)52Uc8(R).0 moves the atoms in opposite d
rections. Instead of the back and forth periodic motion in
bound potential~Fig. 6!, the initial Gaussian wave packe
c(0)5uo& now spreads in the forward direction only, se
Fig. 8. It is necessary to mention that contrary to the abso
value uc(t)u ~Fig. 8!, the wave packetc(t) has strong space
oscillations in the dissociative region@21#. The amplitude of
c(t) decreases due to this spread and the finite lifetime.
reason for the spread can be found in the different ph
velocities of the Fourier components of the wave packet.

1. Time evolution behind and close to the wave front

A propagation ofc(t) only in the forward direction leads
to the qualitatively different scenario for the formation of th

-

f

FIG. 7. The space distribution ofuCT(`)u versus the RXS du-
ration ~detuning! for the bound core excited state1Pu of N2 . The
contribution of the region outside of the ground-state vibratio
wave function is suppressed whenV is large. Input data are the
same as for Fig. 6 exceptG50.065 eV andv. The RXS durations
areuTu.5.6 fs, 0.73 fs, and 0.35 fs for the excitation frequenc
v5401 eV, 402 eV, and 403 eV, respectively.
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wave packetCT(t) ~5!. Recall thatCT(t) ~5! is the sum of
c(t)exp„(ıV2G)t… over all times t. Due to the forward
propagation, the wave packetsc(t) will never reach the
point R of departure. This results in the fact that the part
the wave packetCT(t) which is behind the wave front,R
2Ro,vt, does not change for the later timest8.t.
Clearly, CT(t)50 for R2Ro.vt since the wave packet
c(t) with t,t have no time to reach this region ahead of t
wave front ofCT(t) ~herev is some average speed of th
wave-packet propagation!. One can summarize the resul
given above as follows:

CT~t!.H tuo& if t,to ,

CT~`! if t f~R!,t,

0 if t f~R!.t,

~30!

where

t f~R!5E
Ro

R dR

v~R!
;

R2Ro

v
,

v~R!.S 2

m
@U~Ro!2U~R!# D 1/2

~31!

is the time of flight from the crossing pointRo to R andto

5A2mao /F(Ro) is the time of flight through the widthao of
the initial wave packetuo&. This equation describes th
three-step formation of the wave packetCT(t) ~5!: ~i! the
beginning of the formation of the ‘‘molecular’’ part;~ii ! the
termination of the formation of the ‘‘molecular’’ part an
formation of the long distance or dissociative contributio
and~iii ! the formation in the region near the wave front. T
results of numerical simulations~Figs. 9 and 10! confirm
Eqs.~30! and ~31! except for some transitions in the regio
close to the oscillatory front (R2Ro5vt) of the wave
packetCT(t). We see the ‘‘molecular’’ peak close toRo

FIG. 8. Time evolution ofuc(t)u2 ~5!. Cl L (2p21s* ) disso-
ciative core excited state in the HCl molecule. Maximal value
uc(0)u2 is equal to 0.039.
f

;

52.4 a.u., a flat dissociative contribution which decrease
e2Gt f (R), and an oscillatory front. The finite lifetime blur
these oscillations and reduces the amplitude of the fr
~Figs. 9 and 10!. The molecular contribution increases whe
the RXS durationT ~6! decreases@10,12,14#, and one finds
indeed a quenching of the amplitude of the dissociative c
tribution whenG or detuninguVu increases, see Figs. 9 an
10. We stress only that the length of the dissociative con
bution toCT(t) increases asv(`)t up tov(`)G21. Figures
9 and 10 show clearly the role of the RXS duration a
relaxation times of the wave packetCT(t) for the formation
of this wave packet.

f

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the absolute value of the wave pac
CT(t) ~5! for different excitation energies. The shape of the wa
packet behind the wave front does not change. ClL(2p21s* ) dis-
sociative core excited state in the HCl molecule.G50.045 eV.~a!
V50 eV, uTu.14.6 fs.~b! V54 eV, uTu.0.16 fs.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 butG50.0045 eV. ~a! V
50 eV, uTu.146 fs.~b! V54 eV, uTu.0.16 fs.
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2. Role of the RXS duration time

Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate another principal distinc
between wave-packet evolutions in bound~Figs. 5, 6, and 7!
and unbound potentials. The forward propagation in the
sociative potential changes drastically the role of the R
duration in the formation ofCT(t). One can see in Figs.
and 10 a strong suppression of the flat dissociative contr
tion when the RXS duration is small. We emphasize that
suppression takes place even forG→0 ~an effect which is
absent for discrete vibrational states, Fig. 6!. Moreover, con-
trary to the dissociative state, the space distributionCT(t)
oscillates without damping in the case of the bound c
excited state and infinite lifetimeG21 ~compare Fig. 6 and
Figs. 9 and 10!. It is necessary to mention that the suppre
sion of the long distance contribution toCT(t) for bound
core excited state takes place only ift*G21, Fig. 7.

One obtains here an important conclusion: The sp
shape of the wave packetCT(t) ~30! behind its front~Figs.
9 and 10! does not depend on time~except for very smallt);
the amplitude of the flat dissociative contribution toCT(t) is
suppressed when the RXS duration decreases. This m
that when the wave front has left the molecular region,
role of t is only to change the intensity of the atomi
like peak. This peak is formed due to a flat long-distan
contribution to CT(t) ~Figs. 9 and 10! which damps
as exp„2(R2Ro)G/v(`)… ~as does the molecular contribu
tion!. The front of this contributionDR5v(`)t propagates
with the velocityv(`).

So we have the following times characterizing the rela
ation of the wave packetCT(t). The molecular contribution
to CT(t) is formed during the time of propagation,tm
5(Rd2Ro)/v, into the dissociative regionRd . After this
time, the dissociative contribution begins to shape during
lifetime G21. An important subsequent question refers to
role of the RXS durationT in the formation ofCT(`) and in
the time evolution ofCT(t). The effect ofT is seen directly
from the dependence of the space distribution ofCT(t) on
the excitation energy. Both wave packetsCT(t) ~Figs. 9 and
10! andCT(`) ~Fig. 11! show the suppression of the amp
tude of the long distance contribution~for the dissociative
core excited state! when the RXS duration decreases.

V. SUMMARY

With this paper we have shown that the notion of a du
tion time for the x-ray Raman scattering is far from trivial.
contradicts the naive picture of connecting the time lapse
the scattering process with the temporal evolution of
wave packet of the core excited state. The RXS dura
provides a well defined notion for the stationary RXS amp
tude and for the corresponding stationary wave packet.
time-dependent representation for the scattering amplit
leads to a complex duration time consisting of two quali
tively different contributions, the decay and dephasing pa
which are irreversible and reversible, respectively. The m
timesT̄ andT̃ of the RXS process provide stricter definition
of the RXS duration. We found a strong asymmetry of the
mean times as a function of the detuning.

The evolution and relaxation of the wave packet confin
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to a bound potential differ qualitatively from a propagatio
above the dissociative threshold. The relaxation time of
wave packet in a bound potential is given by the lifetime
the core excited state, which can be large compared with
RXS duration. This relaxation time has nothing to do w
the frequency depending RXS duration if the detuning
large. An explanation of this paradox can be found in t
destructive interference or dephasing in the entire time
main. It is shown here that the concept of the RXS durat
can be applied only to the stationary RXS amplitude, but
to the amplitude referring to the finite time of ‘‘measur
ment.’’

The dephasing caused by the phaseVt is strong when the
absolute value of the detuning exceeds the effective width
the photoabsorption band. A second necessary attribut
this dephasing in the case of a bound core excited state
here emphasized, namely the lifetime damping of the w
packet. This damping plays a crucial role for the proble
since without it the time-dependent scattering amplitude
cillates for an infinitely long time if the core excited state
bound. A suppression due to dephasing is absent in this c
while the introduction of even an infinitesimal dampin
changes the picture drastically. The dephasing and the
structive interference will again be strong for a sufficien
large time of measurement:t.G21. The final result of this
dephasing in a bound core excited state is a strong supp
sion of the dynamical contributions to the scattering amp
tudeF5F(`) from the time domain beyond the RXS dur
tion, t.uTu.

The wave packet evolves in one direction in a dissociat
potential, in contrast to a bound potential where it mov
back and forth periodically. As a result, two relaxation tim
characterize the evolution of the wave packet in the c
tinuum: the time of flight and the lifetime. We found that th
space distribution of the wave packet behind the wave fr
ceases to depend on time when this front leaves the mol

FIG. 11. The absolute value of the stationary wave pac
CT(`) ~5! for different excitation energies. The dissociative part
CT(`) decreases faster than the molecular contribution when
RXS duration decreases. ClL(2p21s* ) dissociative core excited
state in the HCl molecule.G50.045 eV. The RXS durations
are uTu.14.6 fs, 0.3 fs, and 0.16 fs for the detuning
V50 eV, 2 eV, and 4 eV, respectively. The wave packet
V50 eV is increased six times.
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lar region. Even without damping, the amplitude of the d
sociative contribution to the wave packet decreases if
RXS duration decreases, something that agrees with the
ive picture. Without damping, the wave front propagates
an infinitely long time, which results in a continuous increa
of the intensity for the atomiclike peak. We have also sho
that time-resolved RXS measurements make it possibl
y
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obtain stronger signals than in the stationary RXS exp
ment.
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